
   

 
 

Sure Fast Tips for Your Car Magnet 

 
 

Thank you for printing your custom car magnet from ePrintFast! 

 

Your magnet will promote your business everywhere you go. Plus, you can use it on most metal 

surfaces, not just on your vehicle. While car magnets will last you through the seasons, 

following these steps will help it look great for a long time*. 

 

Before Applying Your Magnet 
 

For the best magnetic grip, your car magnet should be applied to a smooth and flat metal 

surface. In order to avoid direct sunlight and high heat, do not apply your magnet onto a 

horizontal metal surface (such as car roofs and hoods). 

 

Clean your magnet and the metal surface with a mild detergent. Allow to air dry, or wipe dry. 

  

Applying Your Magnet 
 

Try to place one edge of your car magnet onto the metal surface first, and then allow the 

magnetic pull to attach the remaining portion. This method makes positioning easier. Your 

entire magnet should grip the metal surface. 

 

If you would like to reposition the magnet or there are air pockets, remove it by peeling from 

the sides. Then, repeat the previous step. Dragging or sliding will cause stretching or damage. 

 

Tips 
 

 Clean your magnet and the metal surface regularly with a mild detergent. 

 Magnets can become stiff and brittle in the cold. Avoid damage to the magnet by 

parking your car in the garage before handling the magnet with care. 

 Remove your car magnet before any car wash.  

 

Storage 
 

 Store your magnet on a flat surface in a clean, dry place when not in use. 

 Do not stack signs with the magnetic sides facing each other. 

 Avoid creasing or bending the magnet. 

 
*Car magnets from ePrintFast are made to last, but following these steps will prolong the life of your magnet. ePrintFast is not 

responsible for any losses or damages, including to metal surfaces and vehicles, resulting from the improper use of car magnets.  


